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CGMG 
Incident 

No. 

Date Summary 

667/0711 29/07/2011 
 

Missed opportunity of liver transplant from DCD donor due to conflict with 
timings in meeting donor family request for retrieval to be carried out as soon 
as possible, and the availability of donor information in order to muster a 
retrieval team.  As the zonal team had declined due to no suitable sized 
recipient then the link centres were offered to first (as agreed by LAG for 
DCD organs).  This resulted in a delay to the organ being fast-tracked.  Four 
centres declined owing to lack of time for transplant. 

 

 
Action:  LAG is asked to consider : 

1) in the case of the NLA where there are two link centres, whether the organ should be 
simultaneously fast tracked to both link centres prior to national offering;  

2) whether a guideline on timings should be provided whereby the process could be overruled 
and the organs offered directly by fast track; or 

3) remove the linked centre offering process in these cases and go directly to fast track after 
zonal offering.  

 
CGMG 

Incident 
No. 

Date Summary 

700/0811 29/08/2011 Fast track offer found on fax machine at 08.30 on 30/08/11.  The 
fax was sent at 21.19 on 29/08/11 but the on call transplant co-
ordinator was not paged by DO to inform her of this offer.  On 
discussion with ODT DO on 30/08/11 it was stated that they are not 
supposed to page centres with European offers.   

TPCs have previously been paged with european offers as this is 
the only way of alerting them to gain any chance of accepting the 
organ for transplant.   

The portable fax machines were made obsolete 6 years ago and 
cannot be replaced.  It has been agreed in the past that TPCs 
would be paged by the duty office.  If ODT DO cannot alert the 
TPCs then there is concern that equal access to european offers 
will be denied. 

This item is also on the LAG agenda at item 5.2. 
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714/0911 13/09/2011 Donation from DCD donor unable to proceed due to the lack of an 
available retrieval team.  It was an exceptionally busy night with all 
7 retrieval teams across the UK retrieving. A first NORS team on 
call did manage to mobilise a second retrieval team but by this time 
the family did not want to wait any longer.  It was acknowledged 
that this was a highly unusual situation in that all teams were out 
retrieving at the same time. 

718/0911 14/09/2011 A potential DCD liver from a 65 year old donor was offered and 
declined which raised various issues:   
• The need for a definition of acceptable DCDs and higher risk 

DCDs.    
• The system of attributing reasons for declining an organ is 

unsatisfactory in that the person who completes the form is not 
necessarily the person who declined the organ. 

• The categories for declining need clarification  
 
 
 

Action:  LAG is asked to consider the above incidents and comment as appropriate: 
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